1- Iwo Jima was coveted for its airstrips, Chichi Jima for its:
   A- Munitions factories
   B- Port facilities
   C- Communications stations
   D- Oil fields

2- Ceremonial suicide of a samurai:
   A- seppuku
   B- Bushido
   C- issen gorin
   D- Yamato damashii

3- Twice in the 13th century attacks by Kublai Khan were repelled by the:
   A- shogun
   B- gaizin
   C- samurai
   D- kamikaze

4- According the Japanese calendar, the year in which the Pearl Harbor attack occurred:
   A- Showa 1941
   B- Hirohito 12
   C- Enomoto 16
   D- Showa 16

5- An hour and 20 minutes before the attack on Pearl Harbor, 20,000 Japanese troops landed on the east coast of:
   A- Maui
   B- Malaya
   C- Indonesia
   D- Cape Verde

6- The first phase of the American invasion plan “Downfall” was “Operation Olympic,” a frontline assault on:
   A- Honshu
   B- Kyushu
   C- Okinawa
   D- Chichi Jima

7- In 1941 the U.S. had two basic types of aircraft in its arsenal:
   A- land-based and carrier planes
   B- prop and jet engine
   C- supersonic and subsonic
   D- bombers and strafing craft
8- The term “AF,” frequently picked up in Japanese naval intercepts following the Doolittle Raid, was determined to stand for:
   A-China
   B-Hawaii
   C-Midway
   D-Tsushima

9-In the Doolittle Raid American planes bombed:
   A-Hiroshima
   B-Nagasaki
   C-Iwo Jima
   D-Tokyo

10-The abusive Japanese general in command on Chichi Jima:
   A-Tadamichi Kuribayashi
   B-Yoshio Tachibana
   C-Kikutaro Aotsu
   D-Yoshitsugu Saito

11-The TBM Avenger, originally designed as a torpedo plane, was ultimately mostly used as a:
   A-troop transport
   B-glide-bomber
   C-reconnaissance craft
   D-refueling plane

12-Incendiary paste invented by a Harvard president and scientists at MIT, DuPont and Standard Oil
   A-Vaseline
   B-napalm
   C-sterno
   D-plastic explosives

13-According to Japan's "Bible," Japan was created by:
   A-Jimmu
   B-Yamato
   C-Hakko Ichiu
   D-Amaterasu

14-George Bush’s target on Chichi Jima the day he was shot down:
   A-soldiers’ barracks
   B-train platform
   C-ammunition depot
   D-radio station
15-The question George H.W. Bush surprised the author with after the end of his interview:
   A-whether he has any additional information about Bush’s crewmen
   B-whether the wreckage of Bush’s plane had ever been found
   C-whether his target had been destroyed the day of his downing
   D-whether any other Flyboys were still alive

16-The atomic bomb that exploded over Hiroshima contained this much uranium:
   A-2,500 pounds
   B-750 pounds
   C-1 pound
   D-500 pounds

17-Compared to POWs held by the Germans and Italians, the death rate of western POWs held by Japan was:
   A-significantly lower
   B-twice as high
   C-more than six times higher
   B-almost the same

18-The destroyer Buchanan was named after:
   A-the first U.S. military man to set foot on Japanese soil
   B-a famed Civil War general
   C-the first marine to die on Wake Island
   D-a well-known general in WWI

19-The only two American presidents to ascend Mount Suribachi and stand where the famed flag raising on Iwo Jima occurred:
   A-Roosevelt and Eisenhower
   B-Bush and Eisenhower
   C-Truman and Eisenhower
   D-Johnson and Eisenhower

20-The only Chichi Jima Flyboy with a grave all his own:
   A-Dick Woellhof
   B-Grady York
   C-Warren Earl
   D-Jimmy Dye